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Taking pictures for the web 
 

 
 

Good pictures are essential if you want your documentary or programme to get well promoted on 

the BBC’s social media accounts and websites. 
 

So how do you make sure yours are up to scratch? 
 

Firstly, watch this short YouTube video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDzYwr6eh34 
 

It was created with our language services in mind, but the basic principles on what makes a good 

picture (relevance, depth of meaning and animation) are well worth thinking about. We get far too 

boring head shots taken in badly-lit offices. Please avoid! 
 

Can I take pictures with my phone? 
 

It is possible to take good pictures with a smartphone ( see further down for a useful guide to taking 
stills on a iPhone) but your chances of taking great pictures increase if you use a good camera eg 
Digital SLR. 

 

 
 

Landscape v Portrait 
 

Most of the pictures we use on the World Service website on social media, and in our website 

feature articles, are landscape. They don’t have to be, but the layout often works better if they are. 
 

Pictures used as promos on the front page of the website are always landscape. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDzYwr6eh34
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If you’ve got a great shot that is best as a portrait then of course photograph it that way as we can 

usually use one or two in the body of an article – but it’s best to take another version that is 

landscape as well so we have the option how and where to use it.  Sometimes we can crop a picture 

to make it fit, but that doesn’t always work. 
 

 
 
 

Reporters in pictures 
 

The BBC website generally won’t use pictures which have BBC reporters, our cameras or our 

microphones in them. With TV we like to do pieces to camera, or for radio we do stand-ups to place 

our reporter at the scene but digital doesn’t work in quite the same way. If you think about 

newspapers you don’t see photos of their reporters interviewing someone or standing at the scene 

of a big event - you see a shot of the interviewee or of the scene. 
 

If there is a particular reason to take a photograph with the reporter then go ahead – it may work on 

twitter or Facebook - but always take an alternative without the reporter as well. 
 

Programmes often send us pictures like this – awkward looking shots involving guests and the 

production team: 
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This is type of portrait (featuring just the guest and no presenter) is so much stronger: 
 

 
 

 
 
 

This one of Dan Damon in Zambia was very popular on the World Service Facebook page - but it 

wouldn’t work if we were writing an article about elephants. 
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Captions 
 

Remember to tell us what your photos show. We often make photo albums for our Facebook page 

and sometimes we can make a picture gallery for the website. But in order to do this we need to 

know who / what your picture shows, where it is and why it’s interesting. A photo without 

information can’t be used. 
 

This is a nice picture: 
 

 
 

But only when you know that it features a Nepali baby born on the day of the earthquake is its true 

significance revealed. 
 

 
 

Setting 
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Think about the setting and the background - try to find somewhere interesting and relevant without 

being distracting. A plain grey wall behind someone makes for a pretty dull picture but equally watch 

out for the classic problems such as plants that look like they are growing out of someone’s head. 
 

Can you photograph your interviewee doing something, somewhere that reflects your story? 
 

Also try to make sure the mood fits with the story. For example if you are talking about people dying 

in a terrorist attack it feels wrong to have your interviewee grinning happily at the camera. 
 

It’s also best to avoid pictures of someone just looking straight at the camera like a holiday snapshot 

- could you photograph them doing something relevant? 
 

If they are helping people after an earthquake, can you get a picture of them loading up aid supplies 

or distributing food etc, or if it is a story about a student how about a picture of them in the 

classroom, writing or reading etc. 
 

This picture tells the story of a garment factory in Ethiopia – seeing this man at work gives you an 

insight into his life that you wouldn’t get if you just had a headshot of him smiling at the camera. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

This picture was taken to illustrate an article about poverty in the UK – it gives you a feel for the 

subject and where she is – you get a real glimpse into her world. 
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Don’t just take pictures of your interviewees. Street scenes and landscapes can also be very effective 

in illustrating your story. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Identification 
 

If someone does not want to be identified think creatively about how you can photograph them – 

back of head is quite an easy option, hands doing something / holding something relevant, feet etc – 
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take a few different shots. Silhouettes aren’t ideal as apparently these can sometimes be tinkered 

with to show the person. 
 

This picture was used to illustrate a story from Ethiopia where the contributor didn’t want to be 

identified. 
 

 
 

Sunglasses 
 

Generally sunglasses are a no-no in pictures – please get people to remove them. 
 

Sizes 
 

Images for programme pages and clips all need to be cropped to 1920 x 1080 pixels, to make sure 

that they look their best on big screens and devices with high resolution screens. We can do that for 

you if you don’t have Photoshop (or another cropping tool) but worth bearing in mind that pictures 

need to look good at a larger size. 
 

Children 
 

If you are taking pictures of children parental consent is essential. 
 

The BBC editorial guidelines say the following: “In addition to the informed consent of the child or 

young person themselves, we should normally seek 'parental consent' before interviewing anyone 

under the age of 16, or otherwise involving them in our output… If a young person is 16 or 17 it may 

still be appropriate to seek 'parental consent' in some cases, depending on the circumstances of the 

young person and the nature of the programme and contribution, for example when the content is 

exceptionally sensitive or where the contributor could be considered vulnerable”. 

 
For more detailed information here’s a link to the relevant section of the editorial guidelines: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/page/guidelines-children-introduction/ 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/page/guidelines-children-introduction/
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In this picture of a nursery in China, we had to get permission from the parents of each child. 
 

 
 
 

Syndication 
 

To get your content out to the maximum possible audience, we’d like to be able share it on social 

media and with our partners. Unless you object, we will assume that your pictures are: 
 

(a)  Cleared for pan-BBC use (including language services) 
(b)  Cleared for pan-BBC use on social media 
(c)  Cleared for syndication to BBC partners 

 

 
 

If you would like a credit in the caption or water-marked in the corner of your picture, please let us 

know. 
 

 
Useful guides 

 
This is a guide to taking stills with an iphone 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/filming-and- 
recording/article/art20130702112133388 

 
There is a comprehensive 3 part guide to picture editing which has been put together by the BBC 
News picture editor, Phil Coombes, here: 

 
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture- 
editing/article/art20151026144825103 

 
For choosing pictures (e.g. from Elvis): 
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture- 
editing/article/art20150626164137186 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/filming-and-recording/article/art20130702112133388
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/filming-and-recording/article/art20130702112133388
http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/filming-and-recording/article/art20130702112133388
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20151026144825103
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20151026144825103
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20151026144825103
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20150626164137186
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20150626164137186
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing/article/art20150626164137186
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And the complete set here: 
https://production.bbc.co.uk/academy/journalism/skills/picture-editing 

 

 
If you’ve got any questions on the above, please contact either myself 

(  Bethan.Jinkinson.01@bbc.co.uk) or the World Service English digital team 

(  wsnca.multimedia@bbc.co.uk) 

 
Bethan Jinkinson 

Digital Editor, BBC World Service English 

@bethjin @bbcworldservice 

www.bbcworldservice.com 

0781 3077 801 
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